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a tribute to Coach King and his
team and their .tremendous
showing, UNM Athletic Director
t'ct2 McDavid said Wednesday.
The
ma·nmoth
$1,500,000
structure covers approximately
2 1h acres and will seat 14,831
people. McDavid said that there
are 3059 chair-back s2ats, although all the seats are numbered. Therefore any seat could
bJ sold on a reserve-seat basis.
Asked how soon UNM would
outgrow the arena, McDavid
said that the building can be expanded to seat 20,000 people. "I

of thinking by the administration will be of great benefit to
the student body, the citizens of
New Mexico, and people of Albuquerque. It is indicative of the
keen· interest the great number
of people have in a common
cause-Lobo athletics," he said.
Other Functions
McDavid said that the arena
will also be used for other University functions, such as commencement and some P. E.
slasses. But he emphasized that
it was built for basketball.
Both McDavid and UNM

Sporfs Ec/iforial

'ji Something Is Missing
1 Coach Tony Knap, sometimes known as the "Grey Fox,"
i is shaking his head as hP. comments "I told you so." It seems
! that Knap made the statement that his U-State team could
Jim Boller, Lobo's Right linebacker
Meet Jim Boller, a rugged
Texan who plays linebacker for
the Lobos. Jim who hails from
Corpus Christi in the Lone Star
state is the starting right linebacker on the hard-nosed Lobo
defensive team.
Boller is built a good deal like
Jim Taylor of the Green Bay
J>ackt•rs and the resemblance
does not end there. The st(>cky
5-9 package of meaness weight
in at 205 and plays the same
grinding type of game as the
above mentioned pro.
Is a Junior
Jim came to the Lobos from
Henderson County Junior College in Texas where he was an
:All Conference selection at the
position of linebacker and offensive guard. He is classified
as a junior so we will enjoy the
services of this fine athlete for
another year.
Boller showed great promise
against Utah State in the Lobo
opener and if he continues to
improve as the season rolls on he
should reach the greatness
achieved by such men as Larry

Rio Grande Gorge
Made State Pork
The 1959 session of the New
Mexico State Legislature designated the gorge area on the Rio
Grande river, "Rio Grande Gorge
State Park." In 1964, the State
Park and Recreation Commission
signed an agreement with the
U.S. Bureau of Land 1\fanagement, making the Park Commission responsible for the management and maintenance of the recreational sites constructed under
the Accelerated Public Works
program. The total cost for the
development of trails and camp
sites along the gorge was $330,000.
This is probably the largest
state park in the United States.
It extends 70 miles northward
from the community of Pilar to
the Colorado State line. It is
bounded on the east by Questa
and the peaks of the Sangre de
Cristo mountains, and on the
west by the lower rises of the
Conejos.
Depth Varies
The gorge varies in depth from
200 to 800 feet, and at the lookout above the confluence of the
Rio Grande and Red River it is
almost a mile wide.
The 50 mile portion of the Rio
Grande River extending through
the Rio Grande Gorge from the
New Mexico-Colorado
border
downstream to State Highway 96
near Pilar, and the lower 4 miles
of the Red River near Questa
have been proposed as a part of
the National System of Wild
Rivers.
The camping areas are located
5 miles north of Questa on State
Road 3, thence 5 miles on State
Road 378 through the village of
Cerro on an improved road. The
recreatiort areas begin near

White and Eddie Stokes.
Jim is extremely fast for a
man his size so he has the ability to get back and covel' on
passes as well as the size to
stop a big fullback in the open
field. Jim was directly involved
in at.)east two of the Utah State
turnovers in lust Saturday's
game. Both were a rl'sult of
virious tackles Boller made on
Gtag backs.
Defense Should Improve
With the adition of Boller to
the defense the Lobos should be
able to improve on la;;t year's
record in the pass defense department when opponents completed 135 passes for 2,011
yards.
Lobo fans should watch number 35 when the defense is in
the game. Jim Boller will show
people how the game of football is supposed to be played.

Meeting Date Set
By Conservatives
The UNl\1 Consetvative Forum
will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
room 250A of the Union to plan
the semester's activities. ~'ormer
members, officers and other interested persons are invited to
attend.
The Forum is a non-activist,
non-partisan and non-political discussion proup devoted to a dispassionate examination of critical
problems in public life. The
I~orum is affiliated w" '1 the Intercollegiate St:~dies Institute of
Philadelphia.

Mon.-Thur. Nights

Bowling Leagues
Forming at Union
Fall bowling leagues are now
forming at the Union, with the
kirkoff date for league bowling
set for Septemb(>l' 26. Five
leagues are now forming. The
schedules for all the leagues are
liRted below.
l\londay night at 6:30, beginning Sept. 27: nwn's T>airs, op1•n
murals, open to both men and
women.
Tuesday night at 6:80, ht~gin
ning Sept. 27: mixed foursomes
(two women and two men), oper
to faculty and staff members
only.
Tuesday night at 9:00, begin·
nirg Sept. 27 men's pairs, open

· Poetry Reading
The ]i}nglish department is
sponsoring a poetry reading by
Kenneth Irby. The reading will
be held on Friday Sept. 23 at 8
p.m. in the Union theatre.
.
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Chiflo Mountain on the north ard
follow the southwestern swing
of the river, and end at the
junction of the Rio Grande and
Red River.
Fishing Permitted
Fishing is permitted along the
Rio Grande all year. The gol'ge
has some of the best rainbow
and brown trout fishing ever encountered. Other attractions are
camping, horseback riding, hit·
ing and rock hunting. Sage, Yucca, Red Cedar, Juniper and Pinon
can be seen in abundance along
the trails.
Each trail has 6 pienic shelters
(tables and fireplaces) and rest
room units. Big Arsenic and
Little Arsenic Springs each have
6 additional picnic shelters and
rast room units at the bottom of
the trail. Thare is no developed
domestic water at any of thase
sites.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE

i IOil Central E., Albuquerque, New l>lexlco
Phon• 242·0096

Your Texaco Star Dealer
.-~,

~

easily be 0-2 after their first two games. Surprise! Mr. Knap
said this during last spring's football practice.
The "Grey Fox" might be getting greyer and greyer as
the Utages draw closer to their date with the Nebraska
Cornhuskers. The stunning upset at the hands of our own
Lobos has made the rest of the season an uphill battle for
State.
In the press box before the game against the Utags there
was much enthusiasm on the part of the Logan sports writers. Such comments as "when Edwards sets the school
record for total offense Jet me know. I imagine it will be
early in the second half, maybe even in the first if we get
rolling right off the bat." By the time the half was coming
to the close one could have cut the gloom with a knife.
Then when the Lobos got their laHt score with only 26
seconds left in the half the deflation was complete. The once
cheerful newsman sitting next to me in the pressbox got
progressively less talkative. Finally it got to the point where
my elbow compadre started saying bad words about his
hometown favorites.
When the game ended the congratulations were short and
said without much vigor. I guess that when favorites lose
there is also a pretty good loss of pride.
The writers at all the Lobo games should now be prepared to lose gracefully so that the good sportsmanship that
everybody talks about will be truly evident.
-Jeff Dennard
to faculty, staff, and students.
Wednesday night at 6:30, beginning Sept. 28: mixed foursomes (two women and two
men), open to faculty, staff and
students.
Thursday night at 6:30, beginning Sept. 29: fraternity
intramurals, open to both men
and womert.
Anyone who is interested in
joining one of these leagues is
asked to contact "Bud" Hcr.ry,
Union games area manager, at
his office in the games area or
at <~xtension 45rm.
Clean clothes •••

••• last longer!

that the increased revenue from
the out-of-state-tuition rise did
not go to pay for part. of t~e
cost of the arena. Perovtch saul
that the cost was . met by a
revenue bond issue which will be
payed for over a twenty-year
period. He hopes, however, that
the arena will pay for itself from
gate receipts.
The building is made of cinder
block and has no obstructing
supporting poles on the inside.
Commenting on the size of the
arena, McDavid said: "I am very
pleased. The crowd problem
should be alleviated and we
should be able to take care of
our students and many avid fans.
This was a great problem the
·fast three years."
One of Largest
The architect was Joe Bohning
and the contractor was K. L.
House. The new structure is one
of the largest college basketball
arenas in the country and is even
larger than the new Pauly Pavilion which houses the UCLA
Bruins and their all-everything
Lew Alcindor.
The arena will hopefully be
ready for the start of the basketball season which begins on Dec.
1.
Christmas Tournament
The new home of the '\Volfpack
will also be the scene of the Lobo
Invitational Basketball Tournament. This year's Invitational
field will include the teams of
New York Univt>rsit.y, an always strong Eastern independent; Colorado State UnivPrsity,
a powerhouse of the Rocky
Mountains; and Southwest conference member Texas A&M.
Visiting schools in the Tournament will fare well as they re('eive round trip, first class airl'ine transuortation for fifteen
persons. They will also receive
$250 per day to cover expenses
•·Ius 10 per cent of the net gate
receipts.
Of course this has aU come
about as a result of the great
success of Bob King in producing winning basketball teams, as
McDavid pointed out. With all
• 1ue respect to the cliche artist
this is trucly the house that King
built.

Kirby A. Krebec has assumed
his duties as assistant director of
the New 1\lexico Union at the
University of New Mexico. He
b!!gan work Sept. 1.
Krebec-whose major dutiPS at
first will involve overall building
operations, personnel work, and
projects related to expansioncame to Albuquarque from Cent•·al Washington State College in
Ellensburg, \Vash., where he was
director of activities and the
Student Union.
"We arc delighted to have Mr.
Krebec with us, with his background and cxpiercnce of student
unions and student activities,"
comment William R. Bierbaum,
director. "We are fortunate to
have him."

WANT ADS

...

CLASSIFIED ADVERTlSlN'G RATES:
4 line ad., GGc-4 times, 12.00. Insertions
JnU.'It be submitted by noon on da:V before

I LUNCH

FOR SALE
1965 VW Convertibl~-.-,P:;:n-e-::ift:-c---:-b:-lu-c,-.,.-eellenl condition. 122 Stllford SE. $2050
or best olfer. 242-7973. 9/22, 23.

FOR RENT

TIME at

.TACK'S LOUNGB
&

pUblication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277·4002. cr 2'17-4102.

·~
p1ZZ8rama

1

NEW MENU! NEW EXCITING SANDWICHES I
NEW HOURS FROM 11:00 AM

m•'I•'IClENt:Y
npnrtment,
furnished.
Water & JIM paid. $40 per month. Clooie
to campus, Call 268-48(3. 9/19. 21, 22, 23.
FURNISHED three toom aparlmenL 160
monthly. 2114 Coal Avenue SE. 345-0168.
9/21, 22, 23.
SERVICES
'rYPEWRITER . anlct~ &: l'l!palr. Speelal
rnte11 to UNM •tudent.s on all m•chines.
Free piekllp & delivery. E &: E TyJO<!writer Service, 2217 Coal SE, .phllne 243-

0588.

HEMMING, menilin~r and alwratioruo ot
all kinds. Reasonably llroced. Call 2473449~ 9/22, 23, 26, 27.
HELP WANTED
I~SP-DlSK, r<cording company or the

new music alid the FUGS, wanfg eampus

reP• lor surveys and pUblic relations
1188IKnmenl9. Conl.nct immediately. n.
Stollmnli, ESI', 150 lith Ave,, N'ew York,
N. Y. IDOU. 11/21, 22, 23.

protesting the appointment of
Anastacio Somoza, Jr. as the
counrty's liberal party candidate
fo1' president.
The liberal party in Nicaragua
is the only one that counts, Calvillo-Capri asserted, adding that
Somoza's nomination was guat·anteed,
The st•1dents struck against
Somoza's nomination as the liberal party candidate according
to Ca.lvillo-Capri, because Somoza was part of a family that had
ruled Nicaragua for some 30
years previously.
The striking students were
made up of members of the University Council (CUUN), consisting of 13 student body presidents and had been given backing
by the editors of the University,
Calvillo-Capri went on to say.
While driving to Leon, he reported seeing one man killed with
a machete as part of the election
disturbance then going on at the
University of Leon.
Upon arriving in Leon, CalvilloCapri reported seeing drunk peasants (whom he claimed had been
given liquor by the liberal party

Latin America
and bussed into Leon for the
singular purpose of harassing
students) tossing bricks at students, throwing firecrackers, etc.
When Calvillo-Capri couldn't
get into the barricaded administration building, he said students
inside tossed down a rope and he
climbed up. He said the students
were anxious to talk to foreign
students. They refused, however,
to give their names to CalvilloCapri because of what he believed to be a fear of retribution
on the part of the government.
While inside the university administration building he met with
the President of the Student
Federation of Leon University,
who, he said told him that while
the Social Christian movement
was dominant, the Communist
Party was gaining in strength.
Calvillo-Capri said the president (who also would not reveal his name) felt the communist
influence was gaining because the
Party gave the students concrete answers, while the Social
Christians merely complained.
He next talked to Fernando
Gordillo. Cavillo·Capri said that

Gordillo was the brain behind
the far left movement in Nicaragua, and that his (Gordillo's)
girl friend Michele Nadjer of
France was the power behind the
leftist women's ranks. Both, he
said, have been denied admittance
into the United States.
It was while he was in the barricaded administration building,
said Calvillo-Capri, that the N ationa! Guard was called out. With
this, he said, he sneaked out of
the building and headed for Managua.
Journalism students at the
campus in Managua were also in
the process of striking, he said.
Other college students congregated around the building, Calvillo-Capri said, only to be broken
up by the National Guard, which
went on for some time with students massing, being boken up,
massing again, and so on.
The strike finally ended on
July 31 with the nomination of
Somoza, but not until Somoza
drove past the striking students
a few obscenities, as a show of
(Continued on page 6)
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TO STUDY or not to study does not seem to be the question for
the students at the new section of Zimmerman Library. Already
hitting the books are (from left) Annette Newman, junior and
Lorraine Armijo, senior.

STAN PADILLA, junior, puts the new study desks in the Library
to good use as he bums the midnight oil studying in the new
wing. The new desks arc a feature located on all floors in the new
section of Zimmerman Library.

The two candidates in the upcoming run-off election for posi·
tion 12 in Student Senate, expressed· widely different views on
the court decision calling for the
election. Position 12 ·Carries a
year's term of office, while the
position 13 senator will be up :for
re-election in the next regular
student election.
Both candidates were interviewed by telephone Thursday
night.
Steven Van Dresser said, "At
the time I brought this up, it was
the hope of everyone concerned
that this solution could ba avoided
(referring to the run-off); but
this wasn't possible under the
UNM constitution." Van Dresser
was plaintiff in the court case
which led to the decision.
Calls Decision Uujust
"I think the decision was very
unjust," Jerry Raed said, I'm
already on Student Senate, I'm
already working for senate, and

- ~

,

No.5

I

Panel WiJI Judge
She said that since a judging
panel would eliminate most of
the girls, the students would only
b2 allowed to vote for the re•
maining thirteen. She also said

the proposed court of twelve attendents was also "too big."
When asked what action she
might seek to take, 'Miss Davidson
said she was checking to see if
the RaUy committee had approved
the changes.
She said that the committee
was responsible for Homecoming
policy and that it was her understanding that the policy change
was not approved by the com'mittee because it hadn't met this
year yet. She said that if that
was true, she should introduce a
resolution into Senate next week.
Liaison Approved
Meanwhile, Senate Rally Committee liaison Karen Abrahams
said that she thought it was a
''drastic" change but after talking
to Homecoming Chairman Laura
Loy she said she approved of the
idea.
Miss Abrahams also expressed
concern about the race becoming
a "political football" and said
she thou~ht it was going to be

tested position on the challenged
election last spring.
Van Drasser called the decision
"the only one the court could have
rendered under the circumstances."
Minimum Campaign
Both candidates appeared to
favor a minimum of campaigning. Van Dresser referred to a
"Gentlemen's Agreement not to
have too active a campaign." "To
do so would require ona (of the
two candidates) to run one campaign, and one would have to
campaign twice," he said. The
regular Senate election will be
held immediataly after phristmas
recess•
When asked about the "Gentlemen's Agreement," Reed said that
he was approached by Van Dres·
ser while he was in line for registration. Van Dresser then told
him of the cout·t's decision. Van
Dresser offered the agreement to
(Continued on page 6)

more of a beauty contest this
year.
According to Miss Abrahams,
Rally Committee isn't chartered
yet and couldn't have much say
said she thought it would be approved if it were presente~to
them.
Four Appointed
Miss Davidson had commented
that she didn't think more than
four mP"'"">:: •. !"'.''.'vii.- appointed
to the Rally Committee yet ~'""'
that the decision 1-1-1 '·
·
been made just by Lauil ·' '"·
Jerry Reed.
Miss Abrahams' also shared
Miss Davidson's worries about
ihe
judges.
Miss
Abraham
warned that there might be bitter feelings if there were three
finalists from one sorority. She
also said that the finalists might
turn out to be all Greek or independent.
Homecoming Committee Chairman Laura Loy was unavailable
for comment.
0

LAST CHANCE

LOBO
Football Contest

Politicos Split on Decision
now I have to run again to see if
I have a year's term or a semester's term." Reed, third party de·
:fendant in the case, won the con-

~

l-lomecoming Queen Race
Draws Fire of Senators
The opening up of the race
for Homecoming Queen came
under the fire of Student Senator
Pat Davidson last night.
Referring
to
Homecoming
Committee estin1ates that as
many as forty girls might enter
the open race, Miss Davidson
said that forty girls in the raee
would be "ridiculous." She also
expressed concern that the race
might be more open to politics.
The opening up of the queen
race was announced unexpectedly
earlier this week as a major
policy change by Homecoming
Committee. In the past, queen
candidates were nominated by
various campus organizations.
Miss Davidson said her concern
that politics would play a greater
role was because the "election
was being taken out of the hands
of the students."

ByniLLHUME

call 243-5671 today!

University of Leon is located at
Leon and at Managua, the country's capital.
Calvillo-Capri said that when
he ari·ived in Nicaragua, he met
with the President of that country's congress Orlando Montenegi'O. Montenegro told him, he
said, that the students of the
country had every freedom __
that despite dictatorship, the students had the right to do anything, as long as they didn't
interfere with the processes of
government.
The UNM student said he then
set out for Leon, and the UniVCl"sity, where, on July 25, students had barricaded themselves
in the administration building,

Union Assistant
'Assumes Duties

Indo-American
The Indo-American Association
will hold its first meeting on Sunday Sept. 25, in the Union, Room
250-C, at 7:30 p.m. Americans as
well as Indo-Americans are asked
to attend.

a series of articles dealing with
UNM student Luis Calvillo-Capri's trip to seven Latin American countries this summer. After
describing the provincial, or
state, university, as it appeared
to him, Calvillo-Capri next gives
his Yiew on the federally-run national universities.)
By JOANN BAILEY
After spemJing a good deal of
time at the provincial U niversity of Guanajuato in Mexico,
UNM student Luis CalvilloCapri traveled to Nicaragua to
visit the University of Leon.
Described by Calvillo-Capri as
typical of national universities
throughout Latin America, the

•

WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
Kansas State
·Kansas
Arizona State
San Jose St.
Oregon
Total points New Mexico

New Mexico
Arizona
Wyoming
BYU
Utah
vs. Kansas State--- ·~

Contffit rilles
1. Contest J.. open to UNM students only.
:2. Only ONE entry will be accepted. from each eontestllfit nild Every gnmc
mU.'It be picked.
3. Contestants must pick total points cm UNM. game and in case ot a tic
tbe contestant coming closest will be declared the winner.
4. :Entries m11.'1t be received at the Lobo office by 6 p.tn. Frlday,

S. No member or Student Publications is eligible £or prlzes.
G. Winner will receive four passes for the football season to Don Pancho's
TheatEr.
7. Entries will be judged by the Lobo sports stall'fl'.
8. In """" of ties the prizes will be divided among the winners.

NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE

·'

"Being the daughter of the Republican c11ndidate for Congress
can have a tendency to m.ake home
life hectic," s.aid Patricia Davidson, a junior at UNM, ''but it has
fascinating compensations."
As an interested and active participant in campus governn1ent,
Pat feels that he~· father's candidacy has given he1• a perfect opportunity to expund this interest
into partisan politics.
- ,.,Pat's father, Robert C. Davidson, New Mexico agent for Mut-ual of Omaha Insurance Co,, is the
Republican candidate :for the U.S.

Congress, House of Representatives, position 2.
BJing employed in the U.S.
Civil Service this summer, Pat
wa;;; unnble to participate in campaign activities until two weeks
ago. Unde1· the Hntch Act, govermnent employees cannot express any political 9pinions, show
any political affiliation, or partake
in any political activities or campaigns.
Met Goldwater
For the last two weeks, Pat has
been busily preparing to support
her father's campaign. She will
soon begin, with her mothe1·, a
Notary Public, to canvass the

:\N:riCIPA~ING ELECTION returns i!l J>at Davidson, UNl\1
JUm~r wh~ IS the daughter of Robert C. Davidson, Republican
cand1date m the race for U.S. Representative against incumbent
E. S. Jt'-··~•· Walker.

.,.
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Pre-Med Society · ·
Young Democrats

Davidson Home "Hectic"

northwest Albuquerque precinct
with the personal campaign touch.
She recently accompanied her
:father to the New Mexico Relmblican fund-raisir.g banquet in Las
Cruces which featured guestspeaker Barry Goldwater,
"Bei::g able to meet a pl•esidential candidate wus an exciting
experience," said Pat.
The banquet was the largest
ever held h: Las Cruces. It even
outdrew the Clinton P. Andersonfor-re-election-banquet, Pat said.
Active 011 Cam!)US
Pat, a 20-year-old junior majoring in histo1·y at UNM, has been
active in student government
while on the UNM campus. As
a second-year member of the Student Senate, she has been appointed to the executive board of the
National Student Association.
She is also in Campanas and is
treasurer of Chi Omega social
sorority.
Pat's father, who has never be·
fore run for a public office, is running against incumbent Democt•atic Repl'esentative E. S. Johnny Walker.
Davidson has formerly been a
Republican party leader, Republican county chairman, and has
worked with the state legislature.
Dick Bieber, who has conducted
successful Republican campaigns
in Idaho, is Davidson's campaign
manager.
Age Is Handicap
The Republican national party
has recently announced that it
will be lending support to Davidson's campaign. Davidson's campaign has been pin-pointed as one
of the elections the Republican's
may pick up this fall.
But Pat isn't the only member
o£ her family directing her efforts
towards helping her father's campaign. She has three sister!\ and
two brothers who are also enthusiastic supporters.
Workirg through the UNM
Young Re-publicans, Pat -plans to
organize a Davidson for Congress
Committee on the UNM campus.
Taking an unbiased view of her
father, Pat said, "In consideration
of his abilities, I'd vote for him
even if he weren't my father-if
I were olrl enough."

The UNM Young Democrats
will hold their first meeting of
the yea:r on Tuesday, Sept. 27, at
7:30 p.m. in Room 250D of the
Union. Officers for the coming
yeat• will be elected. All interested students are urged to
attend.
·

Investigator
Outsmarts
Trainee

The Pre-Med Society will hold
its first meeting of the school year
on Wednesday Sept. 28 at 8 p.m.
in room 231 D of the Union, The
revised constitution will be voted
on,
Read the Want Ads

1966 Intercollegiate Champion
Our North today, no doubt .a
west coast psych major, has a flair
for living dangerously. He gambles
that clubs will run and bids 3
notrump!

(25-30)

North

.3
•

973

•
•

Q6
AQI08753
East
• 8
• Q98542
• 10532

Vl7est
• KQJ10652

.J7

.6

+ A84

.K2
South

+ A4
• AK106
+ KJ97
•
East
Pass
Pass

South
!NT
Pass

J94
West
3S
Pass

North
3NT

Opening Lead: Spade K

LOC.ATIONS

2408 Central SE - Phone 243~4267
Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815

To find out JDbat otbQl'S JDill do nQxt yGar.••

whose names we never learned
ing, we were studied and apin
answel'
to
all
questions
put
to
and watched us.
At the end of the third day as
praised like a bunch of fat beeves appeared
By MORITZ THOMSEN
Each weekend, we went on
him
and
screamed
it
all
night
in
we passed and re-passed one anabout to be entered i nthe State camping trips where we were
Chronicle Features
other in our investigations r hi:;; sleep.
Fnir. Out• instructor$ watched us
We laughed at this story but it and filed daily reports; the psy• watched by ou1· camp leaders.
(Eds. Note: This is the second of could hardly keep :from waving,
The doctor and hill nurse
a series of articles in which and it seemed impossible to be- was most uneasy laughter beGau~e chologist
and
psychiatrist
Moritz Thcm!;en, a former hog lieve that never once did he sense by the end o£ the first week we watched us; mysterious little men watched us; our discussion leadraiser, writes of his experiences my nearness, he who knew me too were dreaming horrible stunt- from Washington in black suits ers watched us, our athletic
as a Peace Corps volunteer.
better than anyone in the world. ed things in Spanish and screamcoaches watched us. And even the
I think at the very end I even got ing them in our sleep through
Just three days before I left for a little mad at him, to find that these short, short nights.
kitchen help watched us.
the State College of :Montana at he was so unperceptive.
The Crammers
Bozeman for my Peace Corps
We took psychological tests so
Like 90 days in Jail
training, a Civil Service agent
long
and boring that toward the
Activities centered about thouPeace Corps training is like no
working for the Peace Corps ~ud
drunk
to
end
we
were
too
punch
sands
of college students who
denly appeared in my town and other training in the world, hav- lie; we listened to an endless ser- make daily ut;e of the Ullion will
began asking about me. It was a ing something in common with ies of two- and three-hour lec- be directed this year by three
on prerecorded tapes.
spooky and rather dise.greeable college life, officers training, and tures from e~perts all over the new staff members.
Ask us about our
a 90-day jail sentence. What
William Bierbaum, Union di·
experience.
world on Ecuador who flew into
makes
it
paradozical
is
that
evI first found out when :friend
Tape Purchase Plan.
Bozeman and crammed us with rector, announced Kenneth GatPerry's wife, Pat, told me that arything is voluntary; the sched- information-the geogrophy, the tas as activities center advisor,
she had had a lovely two-hour ule exists for you to follow if history, the polotics, the religion, with George R. Waldie as aschat with a young man at her you wish.
sistant advisor. Mary Ann MonAt Bozeman, Mont., where our the customs, the attitudes. Our to~a is the new activities center
house. "We'd had a party the
group
was
bound
for
Ecuador.
night before,'' Pat said. "The group trained, there was only
We began to learn Spanish secretary.
Gattas, 805 Morningside Pl.,
house was a mess; my hair was a one rule: it was illegal to bring under a system so intense and
SE,
a recent UNM graduate,
mess; the children were raising liquor on the campus.
Our schedule began at 5:45 concentrated that by the end of moves from a participant in achell. I'm sure he'll knock you
the first five weeks we were usdown for having friends like us." each morning and lasted until ing a vocabulary roughly com~ tivities during his undergraduate
"What did he want to know?'' 9:30 at night; :from 9:30 on, if parable to that of Cervantes years to a director, A member
"Everything. Absolutely ev- we desired, our Spanish instruc(1547-1616) and using it prac- and president of Pi Kappa Alpha
el·ything. I tried to make you out tors were available to work with tieally 24 hours a day. We twist- fraternity, he served as Greek
as saintly as I could, but as you us.
ed and mauled that geautifullan- Week coordinator, Fiesta chair·
Psychotics
Breaking
must realize this isn't exactly
guage into a million distorted man, Homecoming co-chairman
It
was
a
fantastic
scheduleshapes, and watched in a sort of and was a Student Senator.
easy."
Another June graduate, Wal·
Near the University
what
they
called
a
"structured
He was still prowling around
dumb bcmusement our instructown the next day, investigating. program''-and after the first tors, sensitive and dedicated peo· die, 1010 Waldie Rd. SW, majored
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
Someone pointed him out, a young three days we realized that it :_1le all, wither and :~ge before our in recreation and directed recrea255-.)69§.
tion progt·anls at Barelas Com(at the Triangle)
:fellow in a goofy little Volks- was plam1ed that way on pu~· eyes.
munity
Cente1'.
pose.
I£
there
wet·e
any
psychowagen. To fight back and to
The training prog1·am was
. . . .:
rrove, if only to myself, that even tics in the bunch who had sneaked broKen into three different pha·
.
the ordh1ary citizen can outwit a through the Washington screen- ses, and at the end of each period,
govel'nment sleuth, I spent tnY ing they wanted to find out fast, in a 1·itual compounded of dramn
last two days of freedom follow- and if we were bl·eakable they and torture, we were handed ening the investigatol· around, in- wanted to break us here in the velopes, the contents of which
..:·
United States.
held our :futures.
vestigating him.
They
told
\IS the story about
By
It Takes a Crook ..•
EJ>ter the Dragon
,·:
the
Peace
Corps
trainee
who
had
In a long and sordid life I've
D1•. Peabody was the dtagon
to Bozeman the year before in ou1· lives, a Peaee Corps psyHarris Slacks
discovered that usually when a some
·~.·
and who had leamed the first
person is accused of something he sentence in the Spanish book, chiatl•ist who evaluated all of the
Poplins
and
Hopsacks
is very o'ten assigned one of the
information about us and whose
students arrive at the door," opinion was final. He was the
qualities of the person who isdo- "The
"Los alumos llegan a lu puerta.,"
.:it "
FOR 1!'tNEll. MEN'S WJWl
ing the accusing, proving the old and who had become deranged al- only one in the college, for in~Jhutf..S
3124CENTRALEAST
255-2684
saying that it ta"kes a crook to most immediately from the -pres- stance, who ever saw the investigator's reports. We did not like
catch a crook. For instance in
put on him.
my father's lazy years I was sure
Peabod.YHe went around repeating, Dr.
In all three phases of our traincontinually accused of being lazy, "Los alumnos Uegan a la puerta''
He hasn't called me lazy for
vears, that stubborn old man.
Now, he says I am bullheaded.
Thus it was with the investi~
j)"ator: he was in a sense looking
for his own inadequacies in me,
and I think he must have found
them, for I heard in a letter a
month later from Mary Jones
that he had told her he would
like to know me.
At first old Joe, the investigator, was mildly obsessed with
the :fear that I might be some
sort of a beatnik, and he took an
inordinate interest in my sex life.
But of course, as my investiga·
FIVE LEVELS
tion of him progressed and he
began to take forn1 as a human
OF
being, I discovered why.
4CONSCtOUSNESS
UnpercC!)tive
He h<ld put in some pretty wild
EXPANSION
and confus!'d ye!lrs at coll<•f!:l';
tlw first thr<'P y<>:ll'S h<' had worn
a l1t>:tl'<l antl w:mh•d to ht• a poet.
He luul lnnunwd armmd l•}tn"OJll'
for almost a r•·ar. had a mil4t'l'abh• tiliH', con tral't.l'd :m tmsur('!'HHf\11 maniar;r, and it vws only
now that lw f<•lt lw WM getting
hold tlf him~<'lf and was about
r<•ady to m:n·ry again :md l!ettle
down to tlw old conformism. He
waR vcl'y intt•r<'sted in good contel11Jl0l'IWY music and modern
. .,
,_ .
at·chite<•tttre.

Gattas To Direct
Activities Center

Our gambler is punished - and
chewed out by partner, "Five clubs
will not make," says South, "but
at least it is a better contract. It
will not be down four!"
·
We prefer North's bid to South's
holdup play.
South ducked the opening spade
king and West continued with the
spade deuce!! South won and led
the club jack, losing to the king.
East smil:d and confidentlY. .returned a dmmond. West's spade
deuce is an easy to read suit preference signal, screaming for the
return of the lower ranking suit.
Declarer is too hasty at trick one.
He should reason that West is quite
likely to have the diamond ace and
seven spades for l1is vulnerable bid.
The club king is of no consequence!
If West holds it, the contract is
safe.
See what happens when the first
trick is won. The club finesse loses
but East now l1as no idea what t~
return. He may lead a diamond
and we lose. But he may also lead
a l10art and we make 3 notrump.
Next: When point count counts!
Send your bridge questions to:
Box 1521, Madison, Wisconsin
53701.
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TRUTH

THE

~FACTS

l

Phi Gamma Delta

;.

R~CORDED

LIVE AT THE CAST'AllA FOUNCIATIOI'I-DR. LEARY'S CENlER FOR RESEARCH ON CONSCIOUSNESS.EXPANDING DRUGS.

Receives Charter
.,.

look at

today

FASHION LEADERSHIP FROM AMERICA'S FAMOUS SHIRTBUILDERS AT FINER CAMPUS STORES EVERYWHERE

'l'he Delta Colony of the Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity will be
installed on UNM campus Oc·
tober 22. The colony received its
charter September 2 and was the
youngest ever to do so.
National office1·s will be on hand
to install local chapter officers.
Officers of the Colony are Rich·
atd Hobson, president; Tony La·
bate, treasurer; Bill Larson,
recording secretnry; Dave Corbin,
corresponding secretary; and
Kirk Clark, historian.
"I do not object to dying with
niY boots on, but l want to be
sure that they're mY' boots and
that they're all on."-F. Scott
Fitzgerald

S~N0$3.00 PER RECORI) CHECk OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY. WE PAY POSTAGEl
.;_'

. ·-

,,

SEND ME •••• COPIES Of DR. TIMOTHY LEARY'S LP ltECORDING ON LSD
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $, ••••• -•••

I.
'.
'

TO; PIXIE RECORDS, INC.
1619BROADWAVI ROOM602.
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10019
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Editor:
From certain changes which
have been put into effect this
Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- James Jansson semester one can onl)l' conclude
M a n agmg
'
Ed't
that there bas been a major
1 or --------------------------------- Lynr.e Frindell
Business Supervisor -------------------------- Richard p, French policy shift at this Universit)l'.
The new administrative policy
Advertising Manager ------------------------------ Richard Pfaff amounts to this: students be
Sports Editor ---------------------------------------Jeff Dennard damned.
Morning Editor ··--..-----------.. ----------·--··--.. --..--·· Yola Gradi
Iten1: There are no more free
Associate Editors ---------------------- Bob Storey, Chuck Noland refills on coffee at the Union.
Item: The parking lot opposite
Staff --··--..--··--.. -------- Kay Ambabo, Jo Ann Bailey, Bill Burne
Hall (with 100 spaces)
Mitchell
Staff Writers ---------- Carole Olguin, Brian Leo, Thomas Ormsby is now faculty-staff
only (for the
Staff Cartoonist ----------------------------------- Duane Ulrich past few days it has been about
20 per cent full). Enforcement of
A LEG TO STAND ON
parking
regulations
becomes
We have become accustomed to the fashion sketches in stricter.
Students pay for inefficient planning by the administhe current prints which show mademoiselle in prancing tration.
position, with one knee at an impossible angle. We never
ltem : Tuition is now due two
figured out why a model should appear more chic in this weeks before registration. Studd t
b
dents pay for inefficiency in the
o s ance, ut no matter. It was the "in" pose and it caught comptroller's office.
the eye. But so general has it become that the gymnastic
Item: The bookstore is profitfeat of the models has ceased to attract notice.
able. Students pay full prices to
what is essentially a monopoly.
And t h at is bad. An advertisement must be attentionItem: Many freshmen, schedcompelling or it fails of its purpose. We had a feeling some- uled for the last day of registrathing different would appear soon.
tion, find sections and courses
And so it has. The last week or so has seen the appear- them.
whir.h are required closed to.
They are then batted
ance in newspaper fashion sketches of the lady with only around like ping-pong balls. No
one leg. Miss Bergdorf looks a bit unbalanced -witbout~tlf(i"' ... new sectio~s are opened uP for
usual second prop but she seems poised in spite of
situa- the convemcnc~ of the student~,

hel"

tion, looking out coyly·from beneath her bangs. Tailored
Woman's girl has the hint of a second leg but her main support is so sketchy you wonder how she manages, Martin's
girl has only one line beneath her skirt hem.
N
ow we wonder what the live models are going to do.
Stand like storks, one leg tucked up under the miniskirt?
Very difficult to do, especially if the cameraman cries "hold
it."
And what next? No leg to stand on? We have a better
idea. The fashion model could stand primly on two legs,
heels together. It would be something different. It should be
eye-catching.
-Ch..-istian Science Monitor

_____________________

Union Is Opening
New Place to Eat
The west Wl:ace of the Union
will be convert.;(\"'rn'to a Spanish
t{,.es~J\"IJf? WilHam. Bierbaum,
o,."f:t · ~f the Umon, has announced that the terrace will be
remodeled into a faciltiy that
could provide service for 140 students.
The change was planned after
the Program Directorate listened
to student's ideas of adding new
features. Bierbaum said that the
idea of making a Spanish restaurant was the most easily done.
Equipment Ordered
New equipment has been ordered and should arrive soon for
iro,;;t~llation, Plans call :for the

_:_.:._:~:.:::..::=:=:::.

menu to feature Spanish food
and be decorated in a Spanish
theme. The restaurant will be
furnished with tables and chairs
from the old Student Union.
Bids for the canvas awning
that will be used to cover the terrace were opened today and the
tent should be ready in one or
two weeks Bierbaum said. Supports and new equipment must be
installed on the sides of the terrace to support the new tent.
Bierbaum continued.
Open Year Round
A plate glass window will be
installed in the west wall to serve
as a wind break and infrared
heaters will be installed in the
walls. The heaters will enable the
facility to be used in cold as well
as warm weather.
Bierbaum said that the terrace
is now {)pen to students for coffee
and limited food service.
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istrative organization are con:sistantly being put before the
needs of students.
One wonders if there are any
liYing, breathing human bei11gs
among the student body. One
wonders when students are going
to stop letting themselYes be
trampled.
If 1000 students build a bonfire of parking tickets which are
the result of poor planning, one
wonders if there will be more
parking spaces soon.
If 2000 students come five
minutes late to class for a week,
one wonders if the faculty will
support student demands for
more parking spaces.
If 3000 students refuse to pay
tuition until they are billed after
registration, one wonders if the
Comptroller's office will find
some way to return to a billing
system.
If 4000 students stop drinking
£offee at the Union, one wpnders
even one student sets up his own
outside the Union for a ni£kel a
cup, one wonders if there will be
free refills.
If 5000 students go in on a
book cooperative, one wonders if
a 40-per-eent markup on required
general paperbacks will be necessary. And, if students inquire
into the reason for changing
textbooks every year or two
(thus destroying any resale
value}, one wonders if old editions of the same book might not
be used for a longer time.
Against a large institution,

against an administrative system which is more concerned
with its own procedures than
with students, I can do nothing
alone. I am as frightened a13 the
next man. But are there not any
leaders among the student body
who are tired of being ignored?
Must we all go tf) Berkeley before there is some attempt by the
student to control his destiny?
Are we learning nothing in our
literature courses? Are we learning nothing in sociology, in
economics, in history, in government eourses? What's the point
of it all if we do nothing while
things are done to us?
1'ne campus policeman, the
Union manager, the assistant

comptroller, the master planner
-they are aU no doubt harried
men with dificult jobs to do, and
I sympathize with them. Do they,
will they ever, sympathize with
me?
Eliot Glassheim

J.
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The Plan
To End All Plans
By ARTHUR HOPPE
Saft. Francisco Chronicle

Good news! For years we've worried about being incinerated to
by a thermonuclear explosion or suffiocated to death by a population explosion. Well, we don't have to worry any longer.
We're all going to be bored to death instead.
This exciting warning comes from Professor Rene Jules Dobos·
1~ho told the American Institute of Planners that our mass-organiza=
hon, ?ver(y.planned society was going to stifte us all. So the planners,
he sa1d, had better plan a better plan to preserve our individual spirits.
In a planned sort of way.
. But fear not. The planners can count on us individual spirits in
thrs_ brn:ve bat~le ahead. Of course, we individuals can't fight our orgamzatJon soCJety alone. So to preserve our individualism we've or~anized. What we've organized is the National Organization to End
Organizations.
.~
Ah, what a glorious Initial Planning Session we held. The meeting
was _o.,ened by our Acting Associate Executive Director, Dr. Homer T .
Pettibone, who delivered a rousing prepared address on the desperate
need in our society for individual initiative and freedom of action.
When the ovation had died down he read us the 22 pages of proposed by-laws for our organization and called for a vote on their
adoption.
Unfortunately, several delegates equipped with Roberts Rules of
Order objected and a lengthy debate ensued ()ver whether a third
amendment to a substitute Dtot.ion took precedence over a quoru• call

on a move o table.
"Members, members!" cried Dr. Pettibone, banging his gavel over
the din. "We cannot hope to preserve individualism unless we are prepared to proceed in a more orderly fashion.''
With the by-laws at last adopted as amended, the next item on the
agenda was a briUiant speech by Professor Percy B. Planner on "Our
Basic Goal: Untrammeled Creativity.''
Unhappily, his time was up before he could reach his point, but
mimeographed copies of the full text were distributed to the press.
Each member then submifed his own plan on how best to preserve
individualism. This resulted in some acrimonio~s ilebate. As a compromise. it was suggested that a Comprehensive P.lanning Stutb' be
made of all plans with the members agreeing to abide by its results.
This was adopted on a split vote.
lt was thus 2:07a.m. before we turned to New Business. A motion
was immediately made and seconded that we disband The National
Organization to End Organizations. It passed unanimously.
"We hope by this unanimous action," Dr. Pettibone later told the
press, "to set a shining example for all organizations."
But to tell the truth, the reason it was unanimous was that we were
all j., danger of being bored o death.
Nevertheless, I, for one plan to carry on the fight. Professor Dubos
can count on me. Every time a planner wants to plan my individualism
f,,. m<>. I nlara to tell J,;m it's noJ1P. nf h;,. hnq;.-,..,.

~'AND AH ASSURE

YOU THAT MAH HUS:BAND AND
ABARE DOING OUR PART BY KEEPING LUCI AND
LYNDA OFF TEI.EVISION AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE."

ByBRIANLEO
The Film Committee of the
Union
Program
Directorate
wishes to remind you who are
reading this article that "Mutiny
on the Bounty" will be shown in
the Union theater o:ri Sept. 24
and 20. Dis is the recent re-make
ot that film, starring Trevor
Howard and MarlonBrando. Don't
miss it--1 think.
The LOBO previously pub-lished a partial list of the films
for the year; here is the complete
list with comments.
Goodie for You""''' •
If you do not like'rtlie ''l!omments, please write in "wifll your
own ratings. If you're in the art
department you can just laugh.
All right. On Sept. 24 we start

Indo-American
The Indo-American Association will bold its first meeting of
the year on Sunday, Sept. 25, at
7:30 p.m. in Room 250C of the
Union. All students interested in
becoming members are invited
to attend.

~--
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off with a Mutiny. Did you see
the special that one of the networks did on Hollywood and the
film industry? Well, they interviewed Brando, and h's com·m~nta. on. the m~~oking of ~'Mutiny
On The Bounty were wild, such as
~•we didn't have a script."
"The Unsinkable Molly Brown,"
on Oct. 1 and 2. I first saw a
minor version of this story on
'TV in a series called something
like "John Nesbitt Presents," and
he lisped. That's O.K. And then
our back door neighbor lady, who
loved Denver, smiled and said,
"It's about Denver.'' That's O.K.
too.
Burton G&es Boffo
"Night of the Iguana," by Tennessee Williams. I enjoyed the
scene in which Richard Burton,
'tied up in the hammock, hisses:
"All women try to get a man,
or as many men as possible, in a
tied-up situation.''
"Spartacus" will be shown on
Oct. 15 and 16. Here the main
•thing I remember is a movie
newsreel featuring the first Rome
to New York flight by American
Airlines. So the big plane rolls
to a stop (it is a big plane on a

~------~----------

Prof. Coke Describes
Search for l=olk Art
I

State•s Economy Lags,
•
No Stimulation 1n Sight
Everyone seems to ag:r;ee that
not enough is being done to stimulate New Mexico's laggard economy. But no one seems to have
any better ideas as to how to go
about it.
Both Democrats and Republicans are hitting the economic de·
velopment theme in the current
campaign. The Republicans, naturally enough, blame the Democrats for not doing anything
while they have held control of
the governor's office and the legislature.
Democrats meanwhile point to
Governor Jack Campbell's emphasis on education as the cornerstone of economic development,
a record of sponsGrship f{)r new
vocational education institutions,
and specific acts such as construction of the Rio Grande
Gorge B1·idge,
No Solution Yet
The Republicans have yet to
come up with any better solutions than those employed by the
Democrats--or if they have,

Film Series Will Feature
Collection of New Re-runs

---------~--------
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"America, I'm putting my
queer shoulder to the wheel."Allen Ginsberg.

I
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Dear Lobo Editor,
Talk about people needing their
head examined __ Louie the Lobo
takes the cake. Some people may
not believe in Santa Claus, but
we've always at least believed in
a real life lobo, We want Lollie
the Lobo to keep a bead on his
shoulders, at least during the
games.
Name Withheld by
Request

d~>ath

HyiUUAN LEO
The problem seems to me to be
simply the large number of people
who are doing this same thing.
These are the feelings of l't·of.
Van Deren Coke, chairman of the
art department, concerning the
availability of fqlk art in Mexico.
"Of com·sc this does not mean
that a somewhat experienced person cannot still find really cxcit~
ing, distinguished items in several are<ls, but there is a dcclir1e in
availability which is noticeable,"
he said.
Two Weeks in the Sun
These comments by Prof. Coke
are in relation to !1 journl.ly to
l\lexico made by himself and Prof.
Robert Ellis of the Al't Depart~
ment for a period of two weeks.
The time was spent in •raxco,
Oaxnca, and several srnall villages
in the Federal District. The purchases were made, not at any sort
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of commercial gallery or even a
mal'ket of any type for folk art
exdusively, but at outdoor n1arlwts, :fah·s, and individuals' houses
and shops.
t~or Personnel Collections
"Om• purpose was not to make
pur<'hases for !lny University colledion, but simply for oul' own
colk!.'tiurs o£ folk art/' Prof Coke
said~

"Among the most interesting
iinds whil'h I made," said Prof.
Coke, "were a number of 10th
century Het!lblos, painted on tin.
This is not an extreme rarity, but
the usc of tin dates the Hetablo in
the 10th (!entury, as it was only
1.810 when the first mills for rolling tin sheets were built in Mcx·
ico.

There wert> some cemmic figures related to the celebratirm of
the Day of the Dead, also purchased.

movie serMn), and Kirk Douglas
is the first guy down the steps.
So immediately he approaches
the stewardess and begins showing her the screenplay for Spartacus.
Kirk and Fan
The wild thing is that Douglas'
straight teeth and that big new
707 behind him are the same
thing! Honestly, they sort of converged for me that evening in
the big arena.
"The L-Shaped Room," being
shown on Oct. 22 and 23, is an
excellent film. I have not seen it.
But Lesli Caron was once married to Geordie Hormel, and he's
from Minnesota and so am I, so
that's O.K.
"Comedy of Terrors," and "The
Raven" are to be witnessed on
Oct. 29 and 80. This is during
the NMEA Convention recess in
classes. l have no comment on the
NMEA Convention break.
Continued next week, we'll
start off with "The Carpetbaggers" and "Father Goose.''
The Day of the Dead is the
Mexican celebration which has to
do with Death the Companion,
which must b;; regularly feted as
b.Jfittir.g s;;Jch an 'ordinary.'
Unusual Headdress
"Prof. Ellis made an am!lzing
d:;covery, of a tall feather headdr~ss in a vertical format, but
with a downy, shimmery cluster
of small feathers surrounding it
er tirely ," Prof. Coke said. "This
piece of work seems to have been
for a fiesta. I would call it a fiest!l
ht-!lddress rathe1' th!ln any other
title," s!lid Prof. Coke. "It was
used, but hs date cannot be estab·
lished yet with distirct accur!lcy,''
he went on to say.
In Mexico City the two men
visited the Museum Gf Modern
Art, which they said was cxeiting
as expected but Prof. Coke stated
that there was a new museum
which has possibly a highpoint of
the entire trip.
JUe;dco's New Museum
"The tew Museum of Anthropology in Mexko City is !1 fantastic new building, which houses
the very best of the previously
sep!lrntcd collections of art, of
every et·a, in the counh•y ,'' Prof.
Coke said.

"

.

........ ,.... __
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they're saving them for .later in
the campaign.
About all that has been heard
from the Republicans is mention
of some sort of tax-incentive
scheme to lure new industry. But
that in itself has never been
enough to lure industry to any
state. And states that have given
tax exemptions to new industries
have found that in the long run
there i:m't much use in having a
new business around if it pays
no taxes to build and operate
schools and the like.
Perhaps the most essential reason why many New Mexico communities could use a new busi·
ness or two is to strengthen the
local tax base for hard-pressed
school systems faced with mGunting enrollments and static valuations.
Little Change
Sooner or later, New Mexico's
politicians will be asked (or
should be asked) by the voters to
put up or shut up on the subject
of economic development. For it
is a fact that very little change
has been made in economic life
of depressed areas of the state.
Perhaps Gov. Campbell's bestknown contrbiution to development of New Mexico's depressed
northern counties - the Rio
Grande Gorge Bridge-points the
way to get the job done. Without
doubt, the politicians would find
this an uncomfortable avenue to
development, for it would be costly and politicaUy dangerous.
In other words, the only way
to make any significant dent in
the situation is to lay out large
sums of tax money for specific
projects-roads, bridges, schools,
development research-which can
bring about change.
The bridge was only a small
project, in tern~s of what it
would take to get the state moving economically. Yet it cost millions of doUars and has caused
much rancer and bitterness
among political factions.
But there is no doubt that the
July 8, 1986, unless tern~inated
sooner.
job could be done, if New Mexico made us its collective mind
to declare its own "war'' on
poverty and commit the funds
and human resuorces which
would be necessary.
Cost Is Tremendous
The only catch is that it would
cost more than most people could
imagine, and it is doubhtful

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

whether the taxpayers could
stand the strain.
Yet that is the hard, cold fact:
it's not going to get done unless
we do it ourselves, and we can't
do it ourselves for nothing.
There are several things which
could be done by state government to begin building a lasting,
productive economy in New Mexico. First of all the legislature
would have to authorize funds
for a state Office of Economic
Development, which would conduct research, coordinate programs, and chase after federal
dollars, It would take several
hundred thousand a year to set
up an effective office and hire the
best people available.
One of the first major projects
the state should take up would
be a massive (within limits set
by funds) effort to develop the
recreational and tourist potential
of northern New Mexico. This
area of the state, with nearly the
lowest per capita income in the
country, has some of the most
beautiful scenic areas and recreational sites in the Southwest.
Tourism Growing
Recreation and tourism is fast
becoming one of the major industries of the United States. Already Texans, Oklahomans and
Kansans leave mi11ions in New
Mexico each year. The people of
northern New Mexico could be
put to work to build the facilities
which would create permanent
employment for them in the long
run. This too would cost dearly,
but it would come hack to the
taxpayers tenfold over the years.
The state cGuld also sponsor its
own "development corps" hiring
trained persons from the universities and business to devote a
year or two to the state's economic problems at a low salary.
New Mexico's vast land resources can also be put to use.
In some cases it would PaY the
state to give land away to new
industry. Several states already
do this.
Innumerable other things could
be done to bolster the economy.
But all of them cost money, and
the politicians seem to fear the
taxpayers wouldn't go for it. The
will is there, but the courage is
lacking.
"Obscure keys may open simple locks, but simple keys obscure
locks never.''-Samuel Beckett

Listen
to KNMD

JOHN THOHSON, director of the UNM Tutorial Progrant, types
out letters to last year's yolunteer tutors asldug for heir help
again this year, Thorson said he had 112 new applications and
expects about one half of last year's tutors to teaclt tltis year•
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'FOOD FOR THOUGHT' SERIES

MEET THE LOBOS

Students Given Culinary Surviual Guide

Hendricks

Chapter One
"A Prolegomena to
Impoverishment"
By JAY ROSENBERG
Chronicle Features
We may provisionally define an
"Impoverished Student" as an individual who loves to eat and
hates to cook. There are the mere1y Impoverished Students and
really Impoverished Students.
The really Impoverished Student
is poor! In a cookbook written for
his attention, one may find such
dishes as ''Hamburgers that
Bounce" (1 part meat to 6 parts
flour), "Water Stew" (boil water; serve hot· with bread), and
"Spaghetti with 'Out Sauce"
(spaghetti without sauce).
The merely Impoverished Student, for whom this column is intended, on the other hand, need
not be poor, though he usually is.
The average cost of on-campus
eating in American colleges
ranges upward from approximately fifty dollars per month, and
can be absolutely abysmal. The
Impoverished Student wishes to
eat better than that for about
half the cost, and he can.
The series of columns of which
this is but the first is a contribu-

tion toward a genm•al theory of
bow to eat well on one dollar per
day and live to tell abo1.1t it.
Short of "satori," what more
could you reasonably ask of a
series of newspaper columns?
KITCHENS-Their Care and
Filling
KITCHENS contain the following two pieces of immovabilia
without which all is for naught:
one stove complete with oven and
broiler, and one refrigerator complete with free~er. Equip yourself withone Kitchen before doing anything else.
Now for the movabilia to fill
up the Kitchen. My Kitchen contllins the following, although you
may wish to improvise:
1 large cast-iron skiUet
1 2-quart casserole with cover
1 cover sufficiently l~uge to
cap above mentioned skillet
2 pots, both with covers
1 double boiler (purchased in
a moment of madness)
1 coffee 1>0t ( 1 drink coffee)
1 each huge spoon with and
without holes
1 pancake turner (not necessarily for turning pancakes)
1 grater
Assorted knives, for),s, spoons

and dishes
It is generally assumed in the
herewith following that Impoverished Students clump together
for the purposes of cooking.
There are many good re11sons for
clumping together:
Quantity
rates for food buying is one; the
fact that the American Merchandher packs his American Merchandise in wierd, off-beat sizes
is another; heterosexuality is
another.
The Logistics of
KITCHEN -Filling
There exists in America several
fine organizations, such as the
Good Will and the Salvation
Army, designed expressly for the
purpose of helping Impoverished
Students fill up a kitchen with
movabilla. Each year, non-impoverished non-students contribute thousands of -perfectly functional pots, pans, dishes, cups,
glasses, knives, forks and spoons
to such organizations, which implements may then be resold to
us at ridiculously low prices. Buy
from them!
About the only item which you
won't be able to purchase in such
a locale is a good cast-iron skillet, because nobody ever

away a good cast-iron skillet,
Get a new one at the hardware
stol·e. Season it by heating some
cooking oil (just enough to coat
the bottom of the pan) in it until
it smokes. Keep the sl>illet seasoned by never scouring it with
steel wool pads and/or cleanser.
This is known as a Vicious Circle
or a Good Thing, It also saves
much dishwashing work for the
Impoverished Student, who hates
dishwashing more than anything.
The SPICE RACKFriend of the Poor
Now that both movabilia and
immovabilia have been acquired,
we can begin amassing edibles,
specifically spices. The SPICE
RACK exists as a direct result of
the Impoverished Student's basic
orientation-impoverishment. Its
purpose is encapsulated in the following Operating Theory:
98% of all good cooking being
grounded in proper seasonings
anyway, since you cannot afford
to buy top-quality expensive
food, buy inexpensive food and
put top-quality seasoning on it.
No one will ever know the difference.
Among Impoverished Students of
my acquaintance, the following

is sort of typical:
First, however, there are three
maxims which govern the entire
range, scope and depth of impoverished student cookery and
which the Impoverished Student
consequently ough tkeep always
before his mind as he reads the
recipes.
MAXIM 1: The lmproverished
Student always preheats his oven,
Always! .
MAXIM II: The lmproverished
Student always tastes as he cooks.
Always!
MAXIM Ill: Whenever I make reference to "butter" in a recipe, I
mean oleomargarine.
mean oleomargarine. I can't tell
the difference in cooking and I'll
bet you can't. But there IS a difference, and it is approximately
this:
FIFTY CENTS PER
POUND! So, whenever I say "butter," I mean oleomargarine. And
don't you forget it!
And now, by golly you are finally
1·eady to cook. Getting hungary?
Next: Your fiirst recipe.

Welch Registers
Lead s Hobituol Charges
·

Lobo Secondary
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Robert Welch, founder and
leader of the John Birch Society,
leveled his usual charges at
American government, the civil
rights movement, and the Communist conspiracy in a speech
given before about 250 people at
the Holiday Inn Wednesday night.
"Washington and Moscow have
been linked in a giant conspiracy
since the U.S. recognized the
Soviet Union in 1933," said Welch.
He added to those charges that
the American civil rights movement is filled with professional
agitators and that the movement
has been part of the conspiracy
since 1928.
He made accusations in which
he said that tlJC Communists are
running the war in Viet Nam
from both ends. In stressing the
ability of the U. S. to survive the
conspiracy Welch said that the
Birch society has improved the
odds of 100-1 a few years ago to
2-1 today.
Welch closed with the statement that ''the Society is not
anti-Semitic, as charged by
enemies."
Y ou'l'e not the only pebble
the beach-Braistcd.

English Council
There will be a meeting of the
proposed English Graduate Council Tuesday, Sept. 27, at 7:30
p.m. in Room 231A-B of the
Union. All graduate students in
the English department 'Should
plan to attend. Coft'e13 will be
served. Copies of the agenda and
the proposed constitution n1ay be
picked up in Bandelier 102.
There is no cure for birth and
death save to enjoy the .intervalSantayana.

Listen
to KNMD

i!!lHii
Makers Qf Hand Madr,,
Indian Jewelry
OLPTOWN
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Worry, the interest paid by
thosl.' who borrow trouble-Lyon.

Decision of 'Court
Drows Comments

your pe.,ondl

servic~

jeweler

Serenity
.,

(Continued from page 1)
keep campaigning to a minimum,
and Reed said he agreed.
Submitted Sept. 21
The court's decision was formally submitted to Student Senate
on Sept. 21.
"The decision caught me quite
by surprise," Reed said. "I'm all
for not campaigning. 1 haven't
the time, the money or the desire
to campaign. I will stand on my
record in Senate," he added.
Retaliation Threatened
Van Dresser said that he had
<~no intention of approaching
organizations," but that if Reed
or Reed's associates did, then he
would follow suit.
Neither candidate wished to
give a formal statement.
The court's decision requires
that the election be held as soon
as possible, but in any case, no
later than the fourth week of
the current semester.

ORANGE BLOSSOM
DIAMOND RINGS
AS ADVeRTISED IN
INGENUE
MODERN BRIDE
FRATERNITY WORLD
MADEMOISELlE

Ace Hendricks
Ho1•ace

)\

~
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I. ,;
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Student Trovels
In Lotin America
(Continued from page 1)
and shouted a few olJSe<mities, a;;
a show of force, said Calviii(>Capri. With that, he re,•alled, the
students shouted back their own
obscenities, the guard was reinforced, tossed a few gas bomh;;,
and shot a few volleys into the air
and everything picked up full
speed again,
However, the Rector of the
University demanded that the
students be allowed to leave their
striking posts without being arrested, CalvJilo-Capri said, and
was obeyed.
Calvillo-Capri viewed this as a
victory for the government. The
Rector (who had supported the
students all along, openly) "got
away" with the demand, CalvilloCapri said, because the government wanted it that way. By allowing such actions, he said, it
appeared to be allowing freedllm
of criticism. This "ploy," claims
the UNM student, is a way of
quieting student unrest.
"The students don't understand that they're being duped,''
he added.
Such are the activities on a
national university campus said
Calvitlo-Capri.
"
(The third and last article of
this series will deal with the
Catholic university in Latin
Amerilla.)
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IIendrjcks,

better

has he was a halfback <m last

known as "Ace" a:tnon!( his ·year's. freshman s"quad ~md
friends, is listed as a starting played both half and quarterback
defensive safety for the Uni- in high school.
versity of New Mexico Lobos. He
Ace is from Des Moines, Ia.
will hold starting positions on where he attended Lincoln High
this year's team. Sophomores are School. The u-0, 182 pounder is
supposed to be the weak link in one of the best sophomores to
most teams, but without these come up fl•om the frosh.
underclassmen the Lobos would
Bill Weeks had praise :for hisbe hurting. Hendrie~!! js ..;m out- safety in the year's first Boosters
standing exmnp}t;~~f~:;;.'l]_i;pl' inex- meeting as he said, "Hendl'icks
perience can be cover,;"eome bv not only has good speed, but he
hustle.
·· ····
'
has great football sense so he
Against Utah State Hendl'icks is usually in the t·ight place at
intercepted a pass and recovered the right time. If he does make
a fumble both of which stopped a mistake he recovers very
the Aggies deep in their own ter- quickly."
ritory. In addition to his outstanding play on defense "Ace"
was inserted into the offense on
a couple of occasions. Hendricks
is used on the offense as a deep
pass receiver because of his
speed. On one play in the State
game he was used as a decoy to
open the zone for quarterback
Rick Beitler. The }Jlay led to the
Lobos second touchdown.
Hendricks plays the deep :tnart
on punt returns for UNM as well
as safety. He has all the moves

.

TERMS

If you speak Kangaroonian,
then you knew right away
that this means A-B·C for
Y-0-U! Which brings us to
the point. Now you have
your very own bank right on
campus where you need it
with all the services you re·
quire to keep that old cash
in hand! Ask about Thrifticheck . . . just pay 1Oc a
check and forget the service charge at the end of the
rnonth . , . that way ·you
always know exactly what
your balance is" Corne in
and see us soon, it's a good
way to start the year out
right!

r--...

Cl\c;-"' )
~"

Member American Gem Society

blltte•·field

2 CENTRALSE
OPPOSitE UNM CONCERT HAll
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT'

500 NEEDED

Lobo Fans Taking
Train to El Paso

AMERICAN BANK OF COMMERCE
Third & Centrdl NW

University of New Mexico

A train to the Lobo's game

But she doesn't know it. Sue's a good driver. And
that's the trouble. You've come to trust her over the
years ... but really, you can't. Because even the best
drivers end up in some of the worst accidents.
Drive defensively, and you won't end up on the
receiving end of some other driver's mistake
or sudden move. At intersectiollS, never

assume the right-of-way. Make defensive driving
pay off by practicing it every second of every minute
you're behind the wheel. It takes extra effort-but
that extra effort's worth it.
rhe forty-nine thousand people who died on
our highways last year would be the first to
agree. If they could.

Watch out for the other guy!

f~,.,
~ ••~

\.;,f Wtt1 ~';/'

Published to save lives in cooperation with The Advertising Council and the National Safety Council,

with the University of Texas at
El Paso is being planned for Oct.
1. The train will leave Albuquerque on Saturday the 1 at
1 p.m. and arrive in El P~tso at
6:30.
Buses will take visitors to the
gante and return them to the
train at 3 Sunday morning for
the trip back to Albuquerque.
There will be 11 band and a
dance on the train going down to
the game. Tickets, to go on sale
Monday will be $8 per person, not
itlcluding the game ticket. There
will also be a dance at Texas
Western, to which UNM students
will be admitted with their activities card.
At least 500 tickets must be
sold in order to reserve the train.
Organizations may also make arrangement tl) reserve ears,

Sunport

.'

'

. j

~

j
'

Love affairs (with skiing) start here.
We're famous for matchmaking. We'll .match you to the abso·
lutely right llead Skis and Poles • • • and everything smart to go
with them. Or, if you're already in love with skiing, choose your
own more advanced new Heads. Our ski service, like our skis,
keeps everybody happy ever after.

OLYMPIC SPURTS, INC.
2931 Monte Vista NE

AT THE TRIANGLE

A

SKI {t~eA0) 6"1

256·2064

.

'

~
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~
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SPORTS EDITORIAL

Honors Are Eosy
For Love or ·Money
For BYU Gridder
If Virgil Carter, Brigham
Young quarterback, stays healthy
this season, he will hold eight
Western
Athletic
Conference
career records. He already holds
six of them: Total offense 3,805
yards, total plays 671, touchdowns for which responsible 38,
passes attempted 443, passes had
intercepted 27, and touchdown
passes thrown 29.
Two other career records are
easily within his reach. He needs
only 23 pass completions to surpass the conference record of 208
successful throws, held by Wyoming graduate Tom Wilkson. He
needs only 293 yards to eclipse
Wilkinson's three-year accumulation of 3,236. If Carter is throwing true to form, he should clinch
these records in his. first two or
three games this season and then
pad them substantially in his remaining seven outings.
The Cougar flash presently
holds also four WAC season
records: Total plays 371, total
offense 2,263 yards, most touchdown passes thrown 20 (tied with
John Torok, against Utah last
year set a single-game record.
:;c

*

$

The Western Athletic Conference has two of the best collegiate punters in the nation. Arizona's Joe Payton was second in
NCAA rankings last season with
an average of 44.6 yards; Chuck
· Kolb, Arizona State, was third
with 44.0 yards; and Jerry DePeyster, Wyoming, tied for fifth
with 43.3 average. Payton and
DePoyster are back this year.
Both have their eyes on Kolb's
WAC career record of 41.9 yards
per punt.
Woody King, Arizona safety,
should improve upon his conference career record for pass interceptions. In his first two seasons
he stole ten enemy passes and is
back at his old standd.
Jerry DePoyster, Wyoming
placement kicker, has drawn a
bead on the WAC career record
for most field goals kicked. Last
year he had eight. Eight more
will beat the record of 15, set by
Cowboy George Squires in 196263-64. If DePoyster, a junior,
falls short this year, he still will
have another wack in his senior
year.
No team has won the Western
Athletic Conference football title
with a perfect record. The champions by years and their conference
records are: 1962, New Mexico
(2-1-1); 1963, New Mexico (3-10) ; 1964, Arizona, New Mexico,
Utah (3-1-0); and 1965, Brigham
Young (4-1-0).
Nine members of the 1965 all-

Educators For Lusk
A banquet on Oct. 8 and a
reception in the Union Oct. 27
for Democratic gubernatorial
candidate T. E. "Gene" Lusk are
planned by "Educators for .Lusk,"
a group of teachers and school
administrators formed to aid
Lusk in his campaign. For information or banquet tickets, contact Joe Sarthory at 268-2997.

WANT ADS

In these days of big business in the area of sports it is
somewhat unusual to see football played for the love of the
game. College football is not so far from being classified as a
professional sport. Schools give lucrative fringe benefits
along with many of their athletic grants. Thus schools are
bidding against each other to get the services of certain
players in much the same fashion as the two professional
leagues have done in the past.
At UNM there seems to be a preponderance of the unusual. This year's team is one of those offbeat groups which
plays football for the love of the game and because of that
they play to win. On the team where huge sums have been
spent to BUY a player's services there is often a lack of incentive.
Maybe it is because this is a young and unsophisticated
team. Maybe they hitve yet to realize that demands can be
made for their talent. And then maybe here al'e a group of
young men who truly love the game of football and still view
it as a sport and not a business endeavor for theil' financial
benefit.
The love for the game brings the single most important
ingredient into focus: DESIRE! Without that burning desire to win no team can achieve greatness, with it any team
can become a world beater. Witness this Lobo team which
was picked by more than one national poll to finish at the
bottom of the heap when all the games were played. The
Lobos will not finish last or even next to the last. They wi11
play winning football all season because they play with
•
desire.
Inexperienced, young, and unsophisticated, yes, but the
only business these boys al'e intel'ested in is the business of
winning football games.
-Jeff Dennard

Western Athletic Conference football team are back this year.
Seniors are Mike Butera, John
Stipech, and Pat McKissick, Utah;
Virgil Carter and John Ogden,
Brigham Young; and Jerry Darling Wyoming. Juniors are Phil
Odie, Brigham Young; Paul
Smith, New Mexico; and Jim
Kiick, Wyoming.
Returning members of the
WAC second team, who will be
seeking promotion, are Jerry DePoyster, Ron Billingsley, and
Mike Davenport, Wyoming; John
Pitts, Arizona State; Grant Wilson, Brigham Young; Carl Bradford, New Mexico; and Brad
Hubbert, Arizona.

Out Of The Past
Ode to Senior Women
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COSTS $6.5 MILLION

Two New Building Plans Feature
Derivations From Pueblo Style
UNM Regents have approved
.designs for two new buildings
which will be further from the
pueblo style than any buildings
now on campus.
The Regents expect criticism
both from the proponents of the
pueblo style and the style's opponents. The plans for n new
engineering building and a business administratiQn building will
both have overhanging uppe1·
floors __ expected to be considered too conset·vative by the
modern architecture fans, and far
out of the campus style by the
pueblo architecture proponents.
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
D1•. Sherman Smith described
3501 lomas Blvd. N.E.
both designs as "extremely functional."
Hallmark Cards
The first phase of a dormitory
complex was given a go-ahead.
Party Supplies
The Regents instructed architects
Candles-Gifts
William W. Ellison and associates to advertise for bids as
Wedding Announcements
soon as possible. It is hoped to
have two units ready by Septem---~~~-=~~~~=======~

•

•

Gather your kisses while you
may
For time brings only sorrow.
And girls who are free today
Are chaperones tomorrow.
-The Collegian Reporter

Monday, September 26, 1966
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No Deal With Campbell
On Presidency of U NM,
Says Lusk In Interview,-·
By JIM JANSSON
No political deals for the UNM
presidency have been made between Governor Jack Campbell
and Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Gene Lusk, Lusk assured the LOBO in an exclusive
interview Sunday.
Lusk and Campbell were widely
speculated to figure high in the
replacement of UNM President
Tom Popejoy who is slated for
retirement in 1968. It had been
rumored that the two prominent
democrats had reached an "understanding' 'about who would be the
next University president if Lusk

were elected.
"Many people thought that Jack
and I were involved in some sort
of sinister plot," said Lusk, "but
there's absolutely no truth in it."
Lusk said he had asked Campbell about his intentions several
months ago and that the governor
made it plain that he wasn't interested in the University post.
''Campbell said that sort of
position would be too confining for
him," Lusk reported.
Lusk carefully pointed out that
the governor of the state has
nothing to say about who is
chosen UNM president. He said

the next governor would only
have to make two appointments
to the UNM Regents and that
once they were appointed the governor had no control over the
Regents.
He quipped that the governor,
as any citizen, would probably
have an opinion about who should
be selected but that he expected
that any such decision would
carry no more weight than anyone else's.
·
When asked if he would approve
of Campbell as the next UNM
President, Lusk said he thought
Campbell would make a very good .. ,
president. He added that he
thought Campbell was probably
the best g-overnor the state has
ever had.
Lusk specified that a discreet
and distinct ·relationship should
exist between the governor and
the University. He stressed the
word "discreteness."
AN UNIDENTIFIED STUDENT is shown examining the display
from Latin American Desk at the annual UNM activities night
Except for tl1e appointment of
held in the Ballroom of the Union last Friday night.
regents, Lusk said that the only
Students can buy tickets for be both chaparrals and cheer- other way the governor had control over the school was through
the "Lobo Troops Train" to El leaders.
Paso this week at a special table
Reservations must be made by the Board of Educational Finance,
the
directorate but he was quick to add that a
in the Union, a spokesman for the Wednesday,
governor had to be very discreet
Union Program Directorate said spokesman said. He warned that there.
i:l; all tickets aren't sold by the
yesterday,
According to. Lusk, a governor
middle of the week, the trip will
The annual New Mexico-Texas be opened up to alums and boost- should display "protective leadership" and help the Unive1•sity
Western gridiron tilt this Satur- ers.
with any problems it might meet
day in the Sun Bowl is expected
The spokesman urged student
to be an aerial show supreme be- organizations, fraternities, and when dealing with the state legis- -,
L'.Alliancc Francaisc of Albu- and records, will also enjoy a
lature.
querque announces its program varied slate of events this year. tween pass minded Miner quarter- sororities to rent special cars of
Asked what he would do if
back Billy Stevens and Lobo quar- their own. He said their were
for the '66-'67 season, which will
Varied Program
UNM
turned into another Berketerback Rick Beitler. Besides the forty-four seats to a car.
include films, .musical recitals, art
ley, Lusk said that he would first
In
November,
a
presentation
of
game,
students
buying
train
ticexhibits, and lectures by contemact to insure the safety of the
porary authors. The first meet- Fl'ench Chamber Music will be kets can explore the famous Mexpeople
on campus and its state
given
by
Mrs.
Lionel
C.
Rosenican border town of Juarez.
ing will be held Thursday, Sepproperty. He said his second step
baum.
During
November
and
tember 29, at 7:30 p.m. in MitchDance Planned
would be to consult with the ReDecember, an avant-garde theatre
ell Hall, Room 101.
Train
passengers
will also be
gents for further action. He said
display, using modern scenery for
The program features two in- classical plays, will be on ex- treated to a dance car with a live
Anyone interested in the that the Regents would have to be
ternationally acclaimed films, hibit. The Treteau de Paris, a band. Refreshments will also be THUNDERBIRD, UNM's liter- the ones to make further decione being "Crin Blanc," which Parisian performing group, will available.
sions.
ary-art magazine, is invited to
received awards at both the present Moliere's ·play, "Les
On academic freedom, Lusk
Scheduled to leave at 1 p.m. attend 'an informal coffee hour
Cannes Film Festival and the Femmes Savantes'' in April in
said
that a university couldn't
Saturday, the train will leave EI tonight in the Union, room 231-B.
International Festival of Films the UNM Concert' Hall.
operate
without it. He commented
Paso for the return trip to AlbuThe editor announced that a
in Rome, and "II Faut Qu'une
that
professors
like everyone had
Dr. Truett Book, President of
number of positions are open in
Porte Soit Ouverte ou Fermee,'' the Alliance, has announced that querque at 3 a.m. Sunday,
the right to express their opinions
The total price of the trip will the editorial department.
by Alfred de Musset.
and that this would become a matarrangements are currently being be $11 which includes a ticket to
For further information, con- . ter of public concern only if a
made
for
a
noted
French
author
the game. Manning the table in tact THUNDERBIRD Editor professor becam~ so bigoted that
Admission Is Free
to come as a guest speaker in
the Union from eight in the morn- Luis Calvilla-Capri at extension it interferred with his teaching.
Admission is free, and the pub- March.
ing to fiive in the afternoon will 4202,
lic is invited to a reception in
Lusk said he was concerned -•
----------~~~--~~~FF~
Ortega Hall immediately followwith the future of UN~li. He said
ing the meeting.
he would like to see it continue
to become a nationally respected
The organization, which beinstitute ·Of lear~ing that would
longs to a federation sponsored
help to sell the', state.
by the French government, is
He predicted that the state
dedicated to fostering the French
would have to lean more on junior
language and culture within the
colleges in the future because of
community. Founded under the
increasing enrollment. The finandirection of the Alliance FL•ancing
of the junior colleges in the
caise, "French for Children," a
state,
said Lusk, might be diffi·Program for teaching French to
cult. He said the state authorized
local elementary school students,
school districts and counties to
has started itts 3rd year.
build junior colleges and that the
Any interested resident or stupopulation in many of these areas
dent is invited to sign up for
was _often too sparse to support
membership at the first meetcollege.
ing. Fees are $5 for a family, $4
According to Lusk, no federal
for an individual, and $1 for a
aid was possible for the building
student. Members, who are given
oi junior colleges. He reported
access to a private libral'y which
that the federal government ran .,
features selected French books
aid programs only for student
loans and also to schools for Federally-sponsored projects. He
commented that even if federal
aid were available, it wouldn't be
desirable since he belieyed junior
colleges should be the responsibility of the areas which would
An informal street dance is
benefit from them,
planned by three Gl'eek organizaLusk predicted that money for
tions at UNM this Fridar, Sept.
the state's education would in30, from 2:30 to 5:30p.m.
crease as the state's population
A band has been hired for tlte
grew and as the demand for more
event, which is scheduled on the
facilities
grew. He stated that
closed-o11:' street in front of the
New
Mexico
probably wouldn't
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
'66-'67 CUL1'UltAJ, PROGRAM is planned by four leaders of l'Ailiance: (Left to right) Joan Goodface
a
crisis
in
educational funds
house, corner of Las Lomas Rd.
man, UNM student and founder 11f "French for Children," Dr. Truett Book, !'resident of the Alliance,
and
he
said
if
elected he would
and Yale. It is open to all stuMrs. Truett Book, Instructor of Modern Languages, and Mr. Paul Itegusis, Vice-President of I'Alli·
continue
plannning
for educaance Frnncaise,
dents and tlteir fi·iends.
tional expansion.

Cheerleaders Plan
Train Ticket Sole

Busy and Full Season

(New Mexico Lobo, Oct. 13,
1939)
"I think I'll go on a bender,"
said the fly as he started
around the pretzel. (New Mexico Lobo, Oct. 31, 1939)

Magazine Editor
Sets Coffee Hour

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle or Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it's in
your hand. Cold.
Biting. Tart and
tingling. You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together. (You
should; they're
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot or
your fellows.

a

FOR SALE

0588,

Vol. 70

Yes, Virginia, only gimlets are
allowed at LOBO beerbusts.

French Group Plans

1965 VW Convertible, Pacific blue, ex-

HEMMING, mending and alteration• of
all kinds. RoMonably proeed. (/all 247·
3449. 9/22, 23, 26, 27.
HELP WANTED
ESP-DISK, recording eompan)l ot the
new musie and tho FUGS, wanta. campus
rep~ for surveys and publie relations
Msignments. Contact Immediately . B.
Stallman, ESP, 1G6 5th Ave., New York,
N. Y. 10010. 9/21, 22, 23.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

ber, 1967.
Phase one will cost $1,300,000,
and the complete dormitory complex will cost about $4 million.
The new business administration building, John Reed, architect, will cost about $1,153,000.
The new engineering building,
architects Flatow, More, Bryan
and Fairburn, is expected to cost
about $2,594,821.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISlNG RATES:
4 line ad.. 65c-4 tlmee, $2.00. Insertions
must 1M! submitted by noon on day bt!fore
publication to Room 159, Student Publicationa Bnlldlng, Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102,

cellent condition. 122 Staford SE. $2050
or best oft'er. 242-7973. 9/22, 23.
FOR RENT
EFFICIENCY
apartment,
furnished.
Water & gas paid. $40 per month. Clooe
to campus. Call 268·4843. 9/19, 21, 22, 23.
FURNISH:ED three rooM apartment. $60
monthly, 2114 Coal Avenue SE. 346-0168.
9/21, 22, 23.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM atudents on all machines.
Free pickup &. delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243-

EXICOLOBO

And then? And then? And then you unleash it.
SPRITE! It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
good cheer!
~eads turn.
Whisperings. "Who's that strangely·
fascinating student with the arch smile. And what's
in that curious green bottle that's making such
a rllcke t ?"
And you've arrived! The distinctive taste and
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You'
, uh ••. uh, whoever-you-are.
SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.

Superior year, we submit, for shirt fanciers.
In addition to the good solid colourings, an
ever-widening selection of stripes is to be
seen, and some interesting twill weavings.
Lay in a tasteful drawer or more, very soon.

irtuunu~ li
TERRACE AT CENTRAL

Street Dance Set
By Greek Houses

